I. INTRODUCTION
The Deep Inelastic Scattering(DIS) processes induced by charged leptons and neutrinos/antineutrinos on nucleons and nuclear targets are important tools to study the quark parton structure of free nucleons and the nucleons when they are bound in a nucleus. The first observation of EMC effect in the DIS of muon [1] from iron target and using electron beam with various nuclear targets at SLAC [2] , discovered that the quark parton distribution of free nucleons are considerably modified when they are bound in a nucleus. Subsequent DIS experiments performed on many nuclear targets with charged leptons [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and neutrinos/antineutrinos [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] have confirmed the initial results of EMC effect. These experiments make measurements of DIS cross sections which are theoretically expressed in terms of nucleon structure functions. The structure functions are determined by making Rosenbluth-like separations of the measured cross section. The electromagnetic DIS cross section induced by charged leptons are given in terms of two structure functions F EM i (x, Q 2 ) (i=1,2), while the weak DIS cross section induced by neutrinos/antineutrinos are given in terms of three structure functions F W eak i (x, Q 2 ) (i=1, 2, 3) , where x is the Bjorken scaling variable given by
; Q 2 , ν and M being the four momentum transfer square, the energy transfer(ν = E l − E ′ l ) to the target and nucleon mass, respectively [24] . In the kinematic region of Bjorken scaling of large ν and Q 2 , the structure functions F 1 (x, Q 2 ) and F 2 (x, Q 2 ) are related by the Callan-Gross relation [25] . Therefore, in this kinematic region, the electromagnetic DIS cross sections are expressed in terms of only one structure function chosen to be F EM 2 (x, Q 2 ) and the weak DIS cross sections are given in terms of two structure functions F W eak 2 (x, Q 2 ) and F W eak 3 (x, Q 2 ). The DIS experiments induced by charged leptons have been done using nuclear targets in the entire region of mass number from light nuclei to heavy nuclei, while the weak DIS experiments induced by neutrinos/antineutrinos have been done mainly on medium and heavy nuclei [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Therefore, it is very important to study the nuclear medium effects in the cross section and the structure functions determined from these DIS experiments in order to understand the structure functions of free nucleons and their modifications in nuclear medium.
Considerable theoretical and experimental efforts have been devoted to understand the nuclear medium effects on the structure function F 2A (x, Q 2 ) in electromagnetic and weak interactions as they play dominant role in determining the cross sections. A precise knowledge of nuclear medium effects in F EM,W eak 2A (x, Q 2 ) can give information about the higher twist effects in the quark-parton distributions of both valence quarks and sea quarks in the free nucleon as well as their modifications in the nuclear medium in contrast to F W eak 3A (x, Q 2 ) which is sensitive only to the valence quarks. Consequently a comparative study of F EM,W eak 2A (x, Q 2 ) and F W eak 3A (x, Q 2 ) gives very useful information about the properties of sea quarks and their modifications in nuclear medium.
JLab is using high luminosity electron beams to make cross section measurements with several nuclear targets, which have resulted in obtaining wealth of new information on the structure functions F EM 1A (x, Q 2 ) and F EM 2A (x, Q 2 ) with good precision [10] . Furthermore, the future plan is to perform these measurements using high energy electron beam of 12 GeV in wide range of x and Q 2 . In the weak sector, several experiments are going on to study neutrino oscillation physics and some of them like MINERvA [15, 16] and DUNE [26] are specially designed to precisely measure neutrino and antineutrino cross sections in the DIS region on some nuclear targets like carbon, oxygen, argon, iron and lead. The presently available data on electromagnetic nuclear structure functions from various experiments [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] have been phenomenologically analyzed to determine the nuclear medium effects.
In the phenomenological analyses there are few approaches for determining nuclear Parton Distribution Functions(PDFs). The general approach is that nuclear PDFs are obtained using the charged lepton-nucleus scattering data and analyzing the ratio of the structure functions e.g.
, where A, A ′ represent any two nuclei and D stands for the deuteron, to determine nuclear correction factor. The nuclear correction factor is then multiplied with free nucleon PDFs to get nuclear PDFs. While determining the nuclear correction factor, the information regarding nuclear modification is also obtained from the Drell-Yan cross section ratio like
, where p stands for proton beam. Furthermore, the information about the nuclear correction factor is also supplemented by high energy reaction data from the experiments at LHC, RHIC, etc. This approach has been used by Hirai et al. [27] , Eskola et al. [28] , Bodek and Yang [29] , de Florian and Sassot [30] . The same nuclear correction factor is taken for the weak DIS processes. In a recent analysis de Florian et al. [30] have also included ν-A DIS data along with the charged lepton-nucleus scattering data and Drell-Yan data. Their [30] conclusion is that the same nuclear correction factor can describe the nuclear medium effect in l ± -A and ν-A DIS processes. In the other approach nuclear PDFs are directly obtained by analyzing the experimental data i.e without using nucleon PDFs or nuclear correction factor [31] . This approach has been recently used by nCTEQ [32, 33] 
by analyzing together the charged lepton-A DIS data and DY p-A data sets, and separately analyzing ν(ν) − A DIS data sets. Their observation is that the nuclear medium effects on
2 ) in weak interaction in the region of low x. Thus in this region there is a disagreement between the observation of these two studies [30, 32] . The results of CTEQ collaboration agree with the observation of CCFR and NuTeV collaborations which had concluded that nuclear medium effects in
, in the region of x < 0.3. This is the region in which nuclear medium effects as well as higher twist effect even at the nucleon level may be important. The nuclear medium effects due to modifications of sea quark distributions, nuclear shadowing and mesonic contributions are important in this region.
Theoretically, there have been very few calculations to study nuclear medium effects in the structure functions but no serious attempt has been made to make a comparison of F EM 2A (x, Q 2 ) and F
W eak 2A
(x, Q 2 ) structure functions [17, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] , therefore, it is highly desirable to make a detailed study of nuclear medium effects on structure functions in this region. It has been pointed out that these nuclear structure functions are different in the region of low x due to nuclear shadowing effect being different in electromagnetic and weak processes. It is expected that the nuclear shadowing which is caused by the coherent scattering of hadrons produced in the hadronization process of mediating vector bosons will be different in the case of electromagnetic and weak processes. This is because the electromagnetic and weak interactions take place through the interaction of photons and W ± /Z bosons, respectively, with the target hadrons and the hadronization processes of photons and W ± /Z bosons are different. Moreover, in the case of weak interaction, the additional contribution of axial current which is not present in the case of electromagnetic interaction may influence the behavior of
2 ) specially if pions also play a role in the hadronization process through PCAC. Furthermore, in this region of low x, sea quarks and mesons also play important role which could be different in the case of electromagnetic and weak processes. For example, the sea quark contribution, though very small is not same for F EM 2 (x, Q 2 ) and F W eak 2 (x, Q 2 ) even at the free nucleon level and could evolve differently in a nuclear medium. A comparative study of mesonic contributions in the case of electromagnetic and weak structure functions should also be made in view of some recent work done for the DIS cross sections [29, 39, 40] .
Therefore, a microscopic understanding of the difference between F EM 2A (x, Q 2 ) and F W eak 2A (x, Q 2 ) will be very instructive for studying the nuclear medium effects in DIS processes as emphasized recently at NuInt15 [41] workshop.
In this paper, we have studied nuclear medium effects in the structure functions using a microscopic approach based on field theoretical formalism [42] . A relativistic nucleon spectral function has been used to describe the energy and momentum distribution of the nucleons in nuclei [43] . This is obtained by using the Lehmann's representation for the relativistic nucleon propagator and nuclear many body theory is used to calculate it for an interacting Fermi sea in nuclear matter. A local density approximation is then applied to translate these results to finite nuclei. Moreover, the contributions of the pion and rho meson clouds are also taken into account in a many body field theoretical approach. This model has been earlier used by us to explain the nuclear medium effects in electromagnetic as well as weak interaction induced processes in the DIS region [39, 40, [44] [45] [46] [47] . The present calculations are performed in a wide range of x and Q 2 without using Callan-Gross relation between nuclear structure functions F 1A (x, Q 2 ) and
2 ). In Sect. II some basic formalism for the inclusive charged lepton-and neutrino-nucleon/nucleus scattering has been introduced. In Sect. III the numerical results are presented and discussed for
In Sect. IV, we conclude our findings.
II. NUCLEAR STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS
A. Interaction with a free nucleon target
For the charged lepton induced deep inelastic scattering process (
, the differential scattering cross section is given by
where L µν is the leptonic tensor and the hadronic tensor W µν N is defined in terms of nucleon structure functions
with M N as the mass of nucleon. In terms of the Bjorken variable x =
, where Q 2 = −q 2 and ν is the energy
, the differential cross section is given by
Expressing in terms of dimensionless structure functions
2 ), one may write
In the limit Q 2 → ∞, ν → ∞, x finite, the structure functions F iN (x, Q 2 )(i = 1, 2) depend only on the variable x and satisfy the Callan-Gross relation [25] given by 2xF
The general expression of structure function F 2N (x) for electromagnetic interaction is given by,
where x is the fraction of parent's hadron momentum carried by a quark, f i (x) is the density distribution of quarks, index i runs over flavors of quarks and e i is the charge of the corresponding quark. If we write the electromagnetic structure function for proton target then in a 4 flavor scheme it will be
Similarly, applying complete isospin symmetry between PDFs of neutrons and protons, the F 2 (x) structure function for neutron target can be written as
For an isoscalar target,
In the neutrinos/antineutrinos nucleon deep inelastic scattering process, neutrino interacts with a nucleon(N ), producing a lepton(l) and jet of hadrons(X) in the final state:
In the above expression k and k ′ are the four momenta of incoming neutrinos/antineutrinos and outgoing lepton respectively; p is the four momentum of the target nucleon and p ′ is the four momentum of hadronic state system X. This process is mediated by the exchange of virtual boson W ± having four momentum q. The double differential scattering cross section evaluated for a nucleon target in its rest frame is expressed as:
where G F is the Fermi coupling constant, Ω l and E ′ l refer to the outgoing lepton. The leptonic tensor for neutrinos/antineutrinos scattering L αβ ν,ν and the most general form of the hadronic tensor W αβ N in terms of structure functions which are the functions of ν and Q 2 are given by
where W ν/ν iN are the structure functions, which depend on the scalars q 2 and p N .q. In the limit m l → 0, the terms
6N in Eq. 11 do not contribute to the cross section.
are redefined in terms of dimensionless structure functions F ν/ν iN (x) as:
In the case of weak interaction, we have three structure functions F 1 (x), F 2 (x) and F 3 (x). The additional structure function F 3 (x) is due to the vector-axial interference part of the weak interaction. F W eak 2 (x) for neutrino and antineutrino induced processes on proton and neutron targets are given by
So, for an isoscalar target
If we take the ratio of electromagnetic to weak structure functions with Q 2 dependence then
and when one assumes
Therefore, any deviation of R(x , Q 2 ) from 5 18 and/or any dependence on x, Q 2 will give information about the heavy quark distribution function in the nucleon. 
B. Interaction with a nuclear target
For the charged lepton scattering taking place with a nucleon moving inside the nucleus, the expression of the cross section is modified as
where W µν A is the nuclear hadronic tensor defined in terms of nuclear hadronic structure functions W iA (i=1,2) as
with M A as the mass of the target nucleus.
In the following, we describe in brief the various nuclear medium effects, Fermi motion, binding, nucleon correlation, isoscalarity correction and meson cloud contribution in obtaining the nuclear structure functions.
Fermi motion, binding and nucleon correlation effects
The cross section for an element of volume dV in the nucleus is defined as [42] :
where Γ is the lepton width and Σ(k) is the lepton self energy(shown in Fig.1(a) ). Thus to get dσ, we are required to evaluate imaginary part of lepton self energy ImΣ(k). Lepton self energy Σ(k) may be obtained by using Feynman rules as [47] :
where Π µν (q) is the photon self energy. Now the imaginary part of the lepton self energy can be readily obtained by applying Cutkosky rules
which leads to
It may be noted from Eq. 23 that Σ(k) contains photon/W boson self energy Π µν , which is written in terms of nucleon propagator G l and meson propagator D j and using Feynman rules this is given by
where s p is the spin of the nucleon, s l is the spin of the fermions in X, < X|J µ |H > is the hadronic current for the initial state nucleon to the final state hadrons, index l runs for fermions and index j runs for bosons in the final hadron state X.
The relativistic nucleon propagator G(p) in a nuclear medium is obtained by starting with the relativistic free nucleon Dirac propagator G 0 (p 0 , p) which is written in terms of the contribution from the positive and negative energy components of the nucleon described by the Dirac spinors u(p) and v(p) [42, 43] . Only the positive energy contributions are retained as the negative energy contributions are suppressed. In the interacting Fermi sea, the relativistic nucleon propagator is then written using Dyson series expansion in terms of nucleon self energy Σ N (p 0 , p) which is shown in Fig.2 . This perturbative expansion is summed in a ladder approximation as (25) where Σ αβ (p) is the nucleon self energy. The nucleon self energy Σ αβ (p) is spin diagonal (=Σ N (p)δ αβ ), where α and β are spinorial indices. The nucleon self energy Σ N (p) is obtained following the techniques of standard many body theory and is taken from the works of spanish group [43] , [48] which uses the nucleon-nucleon scattering cross section and the spin-isospin effective interaction with RPA correlation as inputs. In this approach the real part of the self energy of nucleon is obtained by means of dispersion relations using the expressions for the imaginary part which has been explicitly calculated. The Fock term which does not have imaginary part does not contribute either to ImΣ or to ReΣ through the dispersion relation and its contribution to Σ is explicitly calculated and added to ReΣ [43] . The model however misses some contributions from similar terms of Hartree type which are independent of nucleon momentum p. This semi-phenomenological model of nucleon self energy is found to be in reasonable agreement with those obtained in sophisticated many body calculations and has been successfully used in the past to study nuclear medium effects in many process induced by photons, pions and leptons [49] , [50] .
We use the expression for the nucleon self energy in nuclear matter i.e. Σ N (p 0 , p) from Ref. [43] , and express
where S h (ω, p) and S p (ω, p) being the hole and particle spectral functions respectively. Using Eqs. 25 and 26 above the expressions for the hole and particle spectral functions can be easily obtained which are given in Ref. [43] and their properties are elaborated in some detail in Ref. [47] . The cross section is then obtained by using Eqs. 21 and 23 :
where Π µν is obtained using Eqs. 24 and 26. After performing some algebra, the expression of the nuclear hadronic tensor for an isospin symmetric nucleus in terms of nucleonic hadronic tensor and spectral function, is obtained as [47] 
where the factor of 4 is for spin-isospin of nucleon. Accordingly the dimensionless nuclear structure functions F iA (x, Q 2 )(i = 1, 2), are defined in terms of
2 )(i = 1, 2) as
For weak interaction, we follow the same procedure, and replace the lepton self energy diagram by neutrino self energy diagram as shown in Fig.1(b) . We obtain the expression for electromagnetic and weak structure functions F EM,W eak
where x N is the Bjorken variable for nucleon
, which are moving with
. x A is the Bjorken variable for nucleus which is given by
Three momentum of nucleus is zero(p A = 0) as in the laboratory frame target nucleus is at rest and the nucleons are moving inside the nucleus. The nucleon structure functions F iN (x, Q 2 ) (i=1-3), are expressed in terms of parton distribution functions(PDFs) which has been taken from CTEQ6.6 [51] . The evaluations are performed at the Next-to-Leading-Order(NLO) following the prescription of Vermaseren et al. [52] and van Neerven and Vogt [53] .
Isoscalarity correction
In many DIS experiments heavier nuclear targets are used where the neutron number (N) exceeds the proton number (Z), and the density of protons and neutrons are different. Historically, the isoscalarity corrections in the case of electromagnetic processes induced by charged leptons are applied by multiplying the experimental results for the cross section by a factor R A,EM ISO , given by [12] 
where F lp 2 and F ln 2 are the electromagnetic structure functions for proton and neutron, respectively. The resulting cross section per nucleon in the nuclear targets is then compared with the cross section for the isoscalar nucleon target which is obtained from the deuteron data after applying deuteron corrections. This comparative study is used to determine the nuclear medium effects. Phenomenologically the nuclear medium effect, thus obtained is parameterized by a function f (x) (independent of Q 2 ), given by [22, 54] :
for isoscalar iron nuclear target and is used for many other nuclei in the medium mass range [12] . In the above expression F EM 2A (x, Q 2 ) is structure function for an isoscalar nuclear target. This function f (x) is also used to take into account nuclear medium effects for DIS by neutrinos/antineutrinos in nuclear targets, after applying the following isoscalarity correction in the case of weak interaction processes
where
and F ν/νn 2 are the weak structure functions for proton and neutron, respectively. In the present formalism, we take into account the nonisoscalarity of nuclear targets by considering separately hole spectral function for protons S proton h and neutrons S neutron h and normalizing these spectral functions to respective proton and neutron number in a nuclear target. To apply the present formalism for nonisoscalar nuclear target, we consider separate distributions of Fermi seas for protons and neutrons. The nuclear hadronic tensor is modified to
where the factor 2 in front of the integral accounts for the two degrees of freedom of the spin of the nucleons.
is the Fermi momentum of proton (neutron). For the proton and neutron densities in heavy nuclear targets, we have used two-parameter Fermi density distribution and the density parameters are taken from Refs. [55, 56] .
For a nonisoscalar nuclear target the expressions for the structure functions F
EM,W eak
2A (x A , Q 2 ) are obtained for the electromagnetic and weak interaction processes as
while it is given by Eq. 30 for isoscalar nuclear targets. A comparison of Eq. 30 with Eq. 35 for
, gives a quantitative estimate of isoscalarity effect in our model.
Mesonic effect
We have also taken into account virtual meson contribution in nuclear medium. This arises due to the presence of strong attractive nature of nucleon-nucleon interactions, which in turn leads to an increase in the interaction probability of virtual boson with the meson clouds. To take into account mesonic effect, we have used microscopic approach by making use of the imaginary part of the meson propagators instead of spectral function, and obtain
, m π is the pion mass and D(p) is the pion propagator in the nuclear medium given by 
, where f (x) [54] , is given by Eq.32(dotted line) and for the free nucleon case when f (x) = 1(double dashed-dotted line). These results are presented for different Q 2 and are compared with the available experimental data of EMC(solid circle) [4] , JLab(square) [10] , CDHSW(semi solid circle) [13] , CCFR(triangle up) [14] , NuTeV(diamond) [22] .
Here,
L is the longitudinal part of the spin-isospin interaction and Π * is the irreducible pion self energy that contains the contribution of particle -hole and delta -hole excitations.
Similarly the contribution of the ρ-meson cloud to the structure function is taken into account in analogy with the above model and the rho structure function is written as [42] . (39) where
, m ρ is the mass of ρ meson and D ρ (p) is now the ρ-meson propagator in the medium given by: . The results are also compared with the available experimental data EMC(solid circle) [4] , JLab(square) [10] , CDHSW(semi solid circle) [13] , CCFR(triangle up) [14] , NuTeV(diamond) [22] .
Here, V ′ T is the transverse part of the spin-isospin interaction, C ρ = 3.94,
is the ρN N form factor, Λ ρ =1 GeV , f = 1.01, and Π * is the irreducible rho self energy that contains the contribution of particle -hole and delta -hole excitations. Quark and antiquark PDFs for pions have been taken from the parameterization given by Gluck et al. [58] and for the rho mesons we have taken the same PDFs as for the pions.
It should be emphasized that the choice of Λ π and Λ ρ = 1 GeV respectively used in the expressions of πN N and ρN N form factors given in Eqs. 38 and 41, have been fixed in our earlier works [44, 47] while describing nuclear medium effects in electromagnetic nuclear structure function F EM 2 (x, Q 2 ) to explain the latest data from JLab and other experiments performed using charged lepton beam scattering from several nuclear targets in the DIS region. . The results are also compared with the available experimental data EMC(solid circle) [4] , CDHSW(semi solid circle) [13] , CCFR(triangle up) [14] , NuTeV(diamond) [22] .
However, in literature, the value of Λ π and Λ ρ in the range of 1-1.3 GeV are used. We have also studied the uncertainty in F EM 2 (x, Q 2 ) and F W eak 2 (x, Q 2 ) arising due to the use of different cut off parameters (Λ π and Λ ρ ) by varying them in the region of 0.9-1.1 GeV i.e. 10% variation from the central value of 1GeV.
For the shadowing effect, we are following the model of Kulagin and Petti [37] who have used Glauber-Gribov multiple scattering theory. By using the above expression(Eq. 39) for weak and electromagnetic nuclear structure functions we have performed the calculations in carbon, aluminum, calcium, iron, copper, tin and lead nuclei and the results are presented for different kinematic regions of x and Q 2 .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have considered Fermi motion, binding energy, nucleon correlations using spectral function to evaluate the structure functions, given in Eqs. 30 and 35 for isoscalar and nonisoscalar nuclear targets, respectively. The mesonic contributions from pion and rho mesons are calculated using Eq. 36 and Eq. 39 respectively, while shadowing effects are included using the work of Kulagin and Petti [37] . PDFs parameterized by CTEQ group [51] have been used for numerical calculations and the evaluations are made at the Next-to-Leading-Order(NLO). This is our full model.
To compare the present results for the structure functions [4] , JLab(square) [10] , CCFR(triangle up) [14] , NuTeV(diamond) [22] . 
are obtained by using the full model at NLO in A = 12 C, 27 Al, 
GeV
2 . In this figure, we show the curves for F EM,W eak 2A (x, Q 2 ) obtained using the spectral function only, also including the mesonic contribution, and finally using the full model which also includes shadowing. The use of nuclear spectral function which takes into account Fermi motion, binding energy and nucleon correlations, leads to a reduction of ∼ 8% at x = 0.1; ∼ 18% at x = 0.4; ∼ 3% at
2 ) as well as in F W eak 2A (x, Q 2 ) nuclear structure functions as compared to the free nucleon case. The inclusion of mesonic contributions from pion and rho mesons leads to an enhancement in these structure functions at low and medium values of x. For example, the enhancement is ∼ 30% at x=0.1; ∼ 15% at x=0.4; ∼ 0.3% at x=0.7. The inclusion of shadowing effects further reduces these structure functions and are effective in low region of x ( < 0.1). For example, the reduction is ∼ 10% at x=0.05 and ∼ 5% at x=0.1. Thus, we find that the mesonic contributions are sizable in the low and medium values of x, while the shadowing effects are non-negligible only in the low region of x. Therefore, when mesonic and shadowing effects are taken along with the nuclear medium effects obtained by using the spectral function there is an overall change in the numerical results from the free nucleon values which lead to better explanation of experimental data.
Here we have also shown the results obtained by using the prescription adopted by CCFR group [54] , where nuclear correction factor f (x) is obtained by analyzing charged lepton scattering data on isoscalar nuclear targets. In these analyses nonisoscalar nuclear targets have also been considered after making isoscalarity correction. The nuclear structure functions are then expressed as a product of free nucleon structure functions and nuclear correction factor i.e.
where f (x) is defined in Eq. 32. We have also shown in this figure the results for isoscalar nucleon case. In Figs. 4 and 5, we present the results for nuclear structure functions F EM,W eak 2A (x, Q 2 ) for electromagnetic and weak interactions in iron nucleus in the Q 2 region 1.5 < Q 2 < 10 GeV 2 and 15 < Q 2 < 55 GeV 2 respectively, using the full model at NLO. These results are compared with the available experimental data from the experiments performed with charged lepton beams at JLab [10] , EMC [4] , SLAC [5] [6] [7] 11] and neutrinos/antineutrinos data from CDHSW [13] , CCFR [14] , NuTeV [22] [4] . From these figures, one may also observe that at low x, EM structure function is slightly lower than the weak structure function which is about ∼ 4% in iron at x = 0.1, and the difference decreases with the increase in x and almost becomes negligible for x > 0.3. We find that(not shown here) with the increase in mass number this difference increases. For example, in lead it becomes ∼ 7% while for low mass nuclei like carbon this difference becomes ∼ 1 − 2% at x = 0.1. Here we also compare our results with the results obtained by CTEQ collaboration [51] using CJ12min PDFs [57] . These effects could be a hint of the importance of heavier quark flavous in large mass nuclei. In Fig.6 , we show the uncertainty in
2 ) by changing the parameters Λ π and Λ ρ by 10% around the central value of 1GeV, and the results are shown by putting a band. It is seen that at low value of Q 2 (2GeV 2 ), there is significant dependence of F 2A (x, Q 2 ) on the choice of Λ π and Λ ρ , for example the deviation is ∼ 8 − 10% at low values of x(=0.1), ∼ 6% at x=0.4 and almost negligible for x > 0.6. While for higher values of Q 2 this deviation is around 6 − 7% at x=0.1, 2% at x=0.4 and becomes negligible for large x. This variation has been found to be of similar in strength both for the electromagnetic and weak structure functions and thus is hardly going to change the ratio
.
In Fig. 7 , we show the ratio
in various nuclei like 12 C, 27 Al, 40 Ca, 56 F e, 63 Cu, 118 Sn and 208 P b
at Q 2 = 6, 20, 50 GeV 2 . These results are obtained assuming the targets to be nonisoscalar wherever applicable. One may observe that for heavier nuclear targets like 118 Sn and 208 P b, the nonisoscalarity effect is larger. This shows that the difference in charm and strange quark distributions could be significant in heavy nuclei. Furthermore, we find an x dependence as well as a Q 2 dependence in this ratio. In order to explicitly quantify the effect of nonisoscalarity, in Fig. 8 , we plot the ratio r(x, Q 2 ) = given in Eqs.31 and 33 for electromagnetic and weak processes, respectively. In the present model for the electromagnetic case, the deviation from isoscalarity is less than 1% at smaller values of x, which increases to around 2 − 3% at higher values of x. The present results are also compared with the results obtained by using phenomenological prescription given in Eqs.31 and 33. We find that the difference between the phenomenological approach and the present approach is less than a percent for all values of x.
While in the weak interaction case, we find a larger difference in the results obtained by using phenomenological approach and the present approach. Using the present model we find almost no difference in the results, whereas using Eq.33, there is a significant difference at large values of x which is around 4 − 6%.
In Fig. 9 , we present the results for
vs Q 2 at different x for 56 F e and compared them with results obtained for isoscalar nucleon. If we assume s(x, Q 2 ) =s(x, Q 2 ) = c(x, Q 2 ) =c(x, Q 2 ) then the ratio R ′ = 1 for isoscalar nucleon. However, in the presence of non-zero PDFs for charm and strange quarks, this ratio R ′ = 1 in the region of low x. This difference is about 2% for the isoscalar nucleon and increases to 6% in the case of 56 F e when the full model is used at NLO. This increase in R ′ due to nuclear medium and nonisoscalarity effect is almost constant with the increase in Q 2 .
IV. CONCLUSION
Recent results of a phenomenological analysis of nuclear structure functions by the CTEQ collaboration [41] suggesting that F EM 2 (x, Q 2 ) may be different from F W eak 2 (x, Q 2 ) in iron nucleus specially at low x, have been examined in a microscopic model by studying the nuclear medium effects. The model makes use of local density approximation to study the effect of Fermi motion, nuclear binding and nucleon correlation effects using a relativistic spectral function and also includes the contribution of pion and rho mesons. The shadowing effect has been included following the work of Kulagin and Petti [37] . The results have been compared with the experimental data. It is concluded from the study that:
• The structure functions F EM 2A (x, Q 2 ) and F W eak 2A (x, Q 2 ) in iron nucleus are almost same for large x i.e x > 0.3, but are different in small x region(x < 0.3). This difference is found to be very small for isoscalar nuclei, and is similar to the case of free nucleon, where it is expected to exist due to the presence of heavy flavor quark-parton distribution functions, which are different in F EM 2 (x, Q 2 ) and F W eak 2 (x, Q 2 ) structure functions. Quantitatively similar results are obtained even in the presence of mesonic and shadowing effects.
• In the region of low x(x < 0.3), the differences in F EM 2 (x, Q 2 ) and F W eak 2 (x, Q 2 ) structure functions are mainly due to nonisoscalarity of nuclei which is about ∼ 4% in 56 F e and increases to ∼ 7% in 208 P b at x = 0.1.
• The present results are found to be in good agreement with the experimental results from JLab [10] , NuTeV [22] and CCFR [14] but are higher than the older data of EMC [4] and CDHSW [13] which are at low Q 2 . The results are in quantitative agreement with the preliminary results of Kalantarians [41] where a phenomenological analyses of F EM 2 (x, Q 2 ) and F W eak 2 (x, Q 2 ) are performed. It should be noted that in the region of low Q 2 other non-perturbative effects in the nuclear medium like the dynamic higher twist correction arising due to quarkquark, quark-gluon interactions and coherent meson interactions in the nucleus may be important [60, 61] . Such effects are beyond the scope of this work and are not considered here.
The theoretical results presented in this paper show the difference between F EM 2 (x, Q 2 ) and F W eak 2 (x, Q 2 ) are quite small at large x(x > 0.3) and could be around 4 − 6% in the region of very small x(and Q 2 ) in the case of 56 F e. The available exprimental results on F EM 2 (x, Q 2 ) and F W eak 2 (x, Q 2 ) in this region of x and Q 2 could overlap with each other when statistical and systematic errors are taken in to account. However, presently ongoing DIS experiments at JLab [62] using charged lepton and MINERvA [16] using neutrino/antineutrino beams with several nuclear targets in the region of low x and Q 2 , it should be possible to determine more precisely the difference between F EM 2 (x, Q 2 ) and F W eak 2 (x, Q 2 ) structure functions. The results presented in this paper will be helpful in understanding the physics of these differences in a microscopic model.
